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Abstract: This paper explores how international considerations shaped the Air Regulations of 1920, the first regulation of civil aviation in Canada. After the First World War Allied representatives drafted the Convention Relating to the Regulation of Aerial Navigation to both constrain the revolutionary potential of heavier-than-air flight and foster international civil aviation. The Borden government considered aviation regulation a domestic matter rather than an imperial one and recognized that Canada’s geographic position necessitated regulatory coordination with the United States. In response, it crafted a postwar aeronautical policy that allowed for regulatory compatibility with the convention, facilitated cross-border flight with the United States, and promoted a more independent foreign policy. Thus Canada’s postwar regulation of the airplane represents an important element in its larger twentieth-century realignment away from Great Britain and towards the United States.
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By the time of the Wright brothers’ first flight on December 17, 1903, human beings had been ascending in hot air balloons for over a century, but the achievement of the ancient dream of controlled human flight by two brothers from Dayton, Ohio, marked a radical departure from previous millennia. As word of their accomplishments spread and others took to the sky in similar machines of wood, cloth, and wires, the airplane in flight fostered feelings of awe, reverence, and hope; an aerial technological sublime that presaged a more interconnected, and therefore peaceful, world. But the airplane’s
capacity to swiftly transport people and material over barriers and borders—to, in effect, completely disregard a state’s territorial integrity and sovereignty—also sparked apocalyptic visions of unprecedented death and destruction through unpreventable aerial bombardment.

The rapidity of aeronautical developments during the First World War greatly accentuated these security concerns. Four years of existential conflict precipitated the technical diversification of the airplane toward specific military tasks (air superiority, bombardment, ground attack, night fighting, etc.) the initial use of all-metal construction, and the development of theories on the proper use of and targets for aerial bombardment. World War I transformed the airplane into a full-fledged weapons platform, but powered and controlled flight also offered the promise of rapid travel, commerce, and communication. Much like nuclear power nearly three decades later, Allied leaders after the First World War faced the question of how to foster the economically and socially beneficial elements of a dual-use technology while simultaneously restraining its destructive aspects.

This brief study looks at how the Canadian response to this dilemma supported the further development of an independent foreign-policy identity in the years immediately following the First World War, one that saw Canada’s interests as more aligned with those of the United States than Great Britain. Canada’s contributions to the war effort stimulated a desire for increased home rule, and at the 1917 Imperial Conference Canadian Prime Minister Sir Robert Laird Borden had called for the “full recognition of the Dominions as autonomous nations of an Imperial Commonwealth.” At its core, postwar-aviation regulation revolved around the issue of sovereignty, and its enactment served to further delineate the relationship between the sole North American Dominion and the rest of the British Empire. Within the first year after the armistice Borden and several high-ranking members of his government came to view aviation regulation as a national issue and Canada’s aeronautical interests as more closely aligned with those of the United States than Great Britain. Two factors converged to shape this new element of foreign policy: the airplane’s complete freedom of movement in flight and Canada’s geographic proximity to the United States. The airplane’s ability to cross the 6,416 kilometer (3,987 mile) contiguous border between Canada and the United States at any point and any time made it impossible for either nation to completely close its air space to the other and stimulated a desire for cross-border regulatory coordination. Much like in the United States, Canada’s regulatory approach to aviation arose out of the need to reconcile questions of sovereign authority with the technological reality of powered flight.

Aerial security along the U.S.-Canadian border became a concern after Great Britain, and by extension its Empire, declared war on Germany on August 4, 1914. Over the following weeks Canadian citizens in towns and villages along Lake Erie between Detroit and Toronto reported unknown aircraft flying at night. Such reports complemented deep-seated historical fears of invasion from the south, fears further aggravated by the existence of large numbers of German immigrants in the United States and the impossibility of completely closing the border to aircraft. In response to these security concerns, Governor General in Council Prince Arthur William Patrick Albert, Duke of Connaught and Strathearn, issued Orders and Regulations Respecting Aerial Navigation on September 17, 1914. This wartime measure established a sixteen kilometer (ten-mile) prohibited zone in the airspace around nineteen major Canadian population centers and thirty-nine wireless stations (Figure 1).
But even while at war the Canadian government sought to maintain an aeronautical relationship with its neutral southern neighbor. American pilots could still legally enter Canada if they followed strict security procedures. They had to apply for clearance beforehand and, upon entering Canadian territory, land immediately at one of eleven designated landing areas for inspection. After a twelve-hour waiting period American pilots could undertake their flight “within the time and by the route specified in the clearance” issued by the inspecting officer. American pilots had to return to a designated landing station for a post-flight inspection before returning to the United States. The carrying of explosives, firearms, photographic apparatus, carrier or homing pigeons, and mails was strictly forbidden. Failure to adhere to any of these stipulations could result in a $5,000 fine and/or up to five years imprisonment.13

These wartime provisions were expressly designed to ensure Canadian security, but their passage did not create a magic barrier along the border. Reports of unknown aircraft entering Canadian airspace continued, and American aircraft were fired upon in at least one instance.14 Concerns of a surprise air attack by pro-German elements within the United States peaked on Valentine’s Day night, 1915. Authorities of Brookville, Ontario—a town roughly one hundred kilometers south of Ottawa along the St. Lawrence River—reported several aircraft heading north towards the capital. This prompted Prime Minister Borden to order Parliament to go dark and post armed sentries, a practice that continued into the next night.15 Reports of American aircraft entering Canada in violation of its wartime regulations prompted repeated letters to the U.S. State Department. By the spring of 1915 the situation became so acute that Colville Barclay of the British Embassy warned Secretary of State Robert Lansing of the “danger of regrettable incidences occurring if the practice of flying across the border continues.”16 Pleas from the State Department to border-state governors that they stress to their citizens the need to fully comply with Canada’s wartime restrictions had little effect. While no aerial attack occurred and the United States joined the Allies in April, 1917, Canada’s uphill battle to ensure U.S. pilots followed its wartime provisions accentuated the need for future aeronautical coordination.
The question of aviation regulation within the larger British Empire came to the fore as the First World War came to a close. The government of Great Britain saw aviation as a means of connecting its far-flung empire in the postwar era and sought to develop a comprehensive imperial policy. In May 1917 the British Parliament established the Civil Aerial Transport Committee—under the chairmanship of newspaper magnate and aviation advocate Lord Alfred Northcliffe—to analyze postwar commercial aviation in the domestic, imperial, and international contexts. Believing an international agreement to be “of urgent importance for the purpose of encouraging civil aerial transport,” the committee produced a draft air convention and an imperial air-navigation bill. When Canadian Minister of Justice Charles J. Doherty analyzed this draft convention in January 1919 he argued that the spirit of the 1867 Constitution Act placed aviation matters under the purview of the Canadian Parliament, and that the self-governing Dominions should choose whether to adopt any international aviation convention based on their own particular situation. In February, Canadian representatives Loring C. Christie of the Department of External Affairs and Judge Advocate General Lt. Col. Oliver M. Biggar successfully influenced the new British Committee on Aerial Transport to accept separate Dominion adherence to any future international aviation convention, an important victory in the push for greater Dominion autonomy.17

Shortly thereafter, Prime Minister Borden led Minister of Trade and Commerce Sir George Foster, Minister of Customs and Inland Revenue Arthur Sifton, Doherty, Christie, and Biggar as the Canadian delegation to the Paris Peace Conference. In mid-February the leaders of Great Britain, France, Italy, and the United States agreed to establish a special commission, known as the Inter-Allied Aeronautical Commission, to study aeronautical questions pertaining to the peace conference and “draft a Convention in regard to International Air Navigation in time of peace.”18 Borden received a copy of the Inter-Allied Aeronautical Commission’s draft convention through the British delegation, and he and his advisors quickly recognized that several of its clauses went against Canada’s best interests. First, in an effort to compel widespread adoption, Article 5 of the convention required adhering states to close their airspace to aircraft from non-adhering states except through “special and temporary authorization.” If Canada ratified the convention but the United States did not, it could be forced to close its borders to American aircraft, something already shown to be nearly impossible. Second, the shared aeronautical customs policies in Annex H of the convention required states to give up complete sovereign control over their border policy. Finally, although it did allow for separate Dominion ratification as per the earlier British draft convention, the Inter-Allied Aeronautical Commission’s convention did not provide for independent Dominion representation on its proposed permanent international aeronautical commission.19

Sifton did not mince words in his analysis of the convention. He informed Borden that “even if all the other provisions of the convention were sound instead of absurd,” Canada’s lack of voting power on the proposed international aeronautical commission alone called for its rejection. Sifton declared that “under no circumstances could I imagine that it would be of advantage to have [Canada’s] affairs in this important respect decided by an International body sitting in Europe and composed almost entirely of people representing countries with absolutely different conditions, many ignorant and practically all careless as to our particular circumstances.” The Canadian delegation agreed that its acceptance of the convention remained “wholly tentative and provisional,”
and that any future signature would not represent a commitment to ratification.20

With the Air Board Act of 1919 the Borden government “assumed jurisdiction” over all aspects of aviation in Canada.21 In addition to the issue of safety regulation, the Air Board confronted the challenges of recruitment and aircraft maintenance and questions concerning the proper administrative structure for civil and military aviation.22 Privy Council order 1379, passed July 7, 1919, marked the only official regulations enacted as a result of the Air Board’s initial flourish of activity that summer.23 It forbade low-level flying over urban areas, “trick…or exhibition flying” over cities or public gatherings, and the intentional or unintentional dropping of articles from aircraft. Although it provided only the bare minimum of safety requirements, it offered a stark contrast to the complete lack of federal aeronautical regulation in the United States. By the end of July, members of the Air Board agreed that aerial patrols at the American-Canadian border were unnecessary and that aerial relations between the two countries should be based upon a system of reciprocity. The Air Board recessed until November while vice-chairman Biggar hammered out a more comprehensive set of air regulations that “followed the provisions of the International Convention.”24

As Biggar worked on domestic regulation the convention opened for signatures in Paris on October 13, 1919, and the British government called on Canada to sign it in the name of imperial unity. In a letter to Sifton, Biggar questioned the convention’s full applicability to Canada’s unique situation. He believed that “Canada’s immediate international interests in Air Navigation relates almost solely to the United States, and if the United States does not adhere to the Convention...Canada would herself practically be forced into refusal.”25 Biggar recommended that Canada declare reservations to Article 5 and Annex H at the time of signature and coordinate aeronautical policy with the United States. Sifton forwarded Biggar’s report to Prime Minister Borden and concurred in both the necessity for reservations and the utmost importance of aeronautical policy coordination with the United States. Borden asked his personal friend and High Commissioner to the United Kingdom for Canada Sir George H. Perley, stationed in London, to withhold convention signature until the creation of such reservations.

By the end of December 1919 the Privy Council had approved the Air Board’s aviation regulations. They empowered the Air Board to issue pilot’s licenses, certificates of airworthiness, and registration numbers in accordance with the convention’s registrational provisions. To allow foreign aircraft entry into Canada, the Air Board could issue a secondary Canadian registration for the aircraft and recognize foreign-pilot licenses if three conditions were met: (1) a convention existed between Canada and the aircraft’s home country; (2) the aircraft was duly registered in its home country; and (3) any such aircraft refrained from engaging in commercial activities between two points within Canada. To ensure uniformity, the Air Regulations adopted the convention’s operational provisions, or rules of the air, almost verbatim (Figure 2).

Instead of adopting the convention’s customs provisions in Annex H, the Canadian Air Regulations modified the existing Customs Act. The Air Regulations of 1920 both allowed for operational and registrational compatibility with the convention and ensured Canada’s sovereign authority over border policy.26

In the United States, representatives from the interested executive departments had been hard at work on the creation of their own legislation compatible with the convention. On December 26, Borden informed Perley of his decision to postpone
signing the convention until Canadian representatives could meet with their American counterparts to coordinate their respective reservations. On January 20, 1920, Biggar met with Assistant State Department Solicitor W. Clayton Carpenter in Washington. Biggar presented Canada’s newly-passed Air Regulations, an analysis of the ways in which they differed from the convention, and a report explaining Canada’s reservations. They agreed that the two nations should coordinate their responses to the convention due to “their territorial proximity and comparative isolation from Europe.” Carpenter drafted three reservations for the United States—two of which directly corresponded with those of Canada—and President Wilson approved them on April 7. As a result of the meeting between Biggar and Carpenter, U.S. and Canadian reservations to Article Five and Annex H effectively mirrored each other (see Table 1).

Both to expedite ratification and ensure imperial uniformity, the British Air Ministry “thought no reservations should be made” to the convention, but Arthur Sifton, now Secretary of State for Canada, insisted upon their preservation. Unbeknownst to him, the Supreme Council had passed a resolution in late September that forbade the submission of reservations to avoid weakening the treaty’s provisions. When Canadian High Commissioner Perley arrived in Paris to sign the convention with reservations he found that the French Foreign Office refused to accept them. Perley recommended to Acting Prime Minister George E. Foster that Canada sign the convention without reservations at that time and submit them prior to formal ratification. Foster instructed Perley to sign the convention while “at the same time notifying the Governments of Great Britain and France that if [the] United States Government does not adhere [to] the Convention in its present form [it] would not be suitable to Canadian conditions and the Canadian Government therefore could not ratify it except with such reservations.”

Article Five’s exclusionary clause remained the crux of the issue, and the United States and Canada were not the only nations that took issue with it. In late November 1919 the government of Switzerland had pointed out that Article Five, when combined with its geographic position, placed it in a tenuous position vis-à-vis central Europe. As a neutral power, Switzerland could not take advantage of peace treaty provisions providing Allied and Associated Powers full overflight rights over ex-enemy states. Adherence to the convention would force Switzerland to exclude German and Austrian aircraft from its airspace, and the two nations could then close their borders in retaliation. In response
to the many concerns about Article 5, the Council of Ambassadors approved a Protocol to Article Five at its 15 April meeting in Paris. It granted, “at the request of the signatory states or interested adherents, and only where...the reasons assigned are worthy of being taken into consideration, derogations to Article V of the Convention.” Such derogations would only be approved on a case-by-case basis and expire after a predetermined length of time. While the protocol did allow for flight between convention adherents and non-adherents, the requirement to petition an international body on the other side of the Atlantic for temporary permission did not fully meet the needs of Canada and the United States.\textsuperscript{30}

U.S. Secretary of State Bainbridge Colby instructed Ambassador Hugh Wallace to sign the convention with reservations as well but, as with Perley, the French Foreign Office refused to accept them. Shocked by this deviation from standard diplomatic practice, Colby cabled Wallace to withhold signature if he could not submit U.S. reservations at the same time. In light of the possibility that the United States might not sign the convention, the French Foreign Office agreed to allow the separate submission of U.S. reservations and Wallace signed the convention on 31 May, 1920, one day before the June 1 deadline. Finding that Wallace had submitted America’s reservations to the convention at the time of signature, Perley did likewise for Canada a week later.\textsuperscript{31}

The signatures of the Canadian and American delegates brought the two nations one step closer to the first criteria for the entrance of foreign aircraft as stipulated in the Canadian Regulations of 1920: the existence of a convention between the two nations. But the lack of domestic regulation in the United States meant that American aircraft could not obtain registration in their home country and therefore could not obtain a secondary Canadian registration, the second prerequisite to legally enter Canada. Acting on the belief that the United States would speedily enact domestic regulatory legislation compatible with the convention and Canadian regulations, a newly-reconstituted Air Board issued a six-month courtesy to American aircraft to allow for cross-border flight in the interim.\textsuperscript{32} This courtesy exempted qualified American military

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|p{0.5\textwidth}|p{0.5\textwidth}|}
\hline
 & \textbf{Canadian Reservations}\textsuperscript{36} & \textbf{U.S. Reservations}\textsuperscript{37} \\
\hline
\textbf{Article 5} & That notwithstanding that the United States does not become a party to the Convention, Canada may make reciprocal arrangements with the United States permitting the flight of aircraft which would under the Convention be properly registerable. & The United States reserves the right to enter into special treaties, conventions, and agreements regarding aerial navigation with the Dominion of Canada and/or any country in the Western Hemisphere if such Dominion or country be not a party to this Convention. \\
\hline
\textbf{Annex H} & That the provisions of this Annex need not be followed. & The United States reserves complete freedom of action as to customs matters and does not consider itself bound by the provisions of Annex H or any articles of the Convention affecting the enforcement of its customs laws. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Comparison of Canadian and American reservations to Article 5 and Annex H of the Convention Relating to the Regulation of Aerial Navigation.}
\end{table}
pilots from the requirement to hold foreign licenses and allowed aircraft “which would, under the Convention relating to International Air Navigation, be registerable in the United States” to legally enter Canada provided that the pilot furnished full details of the aircraft, utilized aircraft markings in accordance with the convention’s registration scheme, received a temporary airworthiness certificate from the Air Board, and paid all applicable fees.33

Canada ratified the convention in 1922 after Great Britain agreed to accept its reservations, but the convention’s connection to the League of Nations precluded U.S. ratification.34 In response, the Meighen and King governments continually renewed Canada’s “temporary” courtesy to American pilots until the U.S.-Canadian Air Navigation Arrangement of 1929. Thus to legally enter Canada during the 1920s, American pilots had to follow stipulations of a convention that the United States never ratified.35

The issue of aviation regulation presented both an opportunity and a challenge for the Borden government. On the one hand, the need for regulatory uniformity to facilitate international aviation and calls for imperial unity supported convention ratification. On the other hand, the reality of Canada’s geographical situation made the United States its primary aeronautical partner and elevated North American concerns over imperial ones. To reconcile this tension, the Borden government crafted an aeronautical policy that facilitated international aviation within the context of Canada’s particular geopolitical interests.
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